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Background: In 1996, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved switching nicotine gum and patch from prescription to over-the-counter (OTC) status. Some expressed concerns that broader availability and lack of physician control might increase persistent use of nicotine replacement therapy (NRT)—that is, use beyond the period specified by the FDA approved label.

Objective: To estimate the incidence of persistent use of OTC nicotine gum and patch for periods of > 3 months, ≥ 6 months, ≥ 12 months, and ≥ 24 months.


Subjects: In a national panel of 40 000 US households, 2690 recorded NRT purchases.

Results: Among 805 households that purchased nicotine gum, 2.3% of new purchase incidents led to continuous monthly purchase of gum for ≥ 6 months. For nicotine patches (2050 households) the percentage was 0.9%. For both gum and patch, the incidence of persistent purchase dropped below 0.4% by 24 months. Allowing one month gaps within a "continuous" purchase run resulted in increased estimates (for gum: 6.7% for ≥ 6 months and 1.0% for ≥ 24 months; for patch: 1.7% for ≥ 6 months and 0.05% for ≥ 24 months).

Conclusion: Persistent use of nicotine gum and patch is very rare and has not increased with the transition to OTC use, despite removal of physician oversight.

Historically, the literature has seldom examined dependence on NRT per se, but has instead assessed persistent use—that is, use of gum or patch continuously for periods longer than indicated. Persistent use is one criterion of substance dependence—that is, the substance is taken over a longer period than intended. However, persistent use does not necessarily indicate dependence, because dependence requires other symptoms, such as emergence of withdrawal upon cessation, unsuccessful attempts to stop, surrender of other valued activities in favour of use, and so on.

Persistent use of nicotine gum does occur, but not frequently. In a meta-analysis of studies of nicotine gum use, during the time when gum was available only by prescription, 17% of those prescribed nicotine gum continued to use gum at six months (the recommended period), and 8% persisted in using gum for 12 months or more. Thus, the incidence of nicotine gum use persisting for double the recommended period averaged 8% when gum was restricted to prescription use. (To our knowledge, persistent use of the patch has not been examined and has generally been considered less of a concern.)

Although the prescription era experience suggested little persistent use, some expressed concerns that broader availability through OTC access and lack of physician control might increase the risk of persistent use of NRT. In OTC products, which are intended for use by consumers without supervision, the FDA relies on product labelling and instructions to structure the user’s behaviour, including limiting duration of use. In this study, we evaluate the incidence of persistent use in the
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OTC setting. In defining persistent use, we referenced the period of use recommended by the FDA approved product instructions, which reduced the recommended period of use from six months to three months when nicotine gum was made available OTC. Thus, our working definition of persistent use in the OTC context is use for six months or more, for both gum and patch. This represents double the OTC indicated duration, and corresponds to the recommended period of gum use before the OTC switch.

Only one unpublished study has examined persistent use of nicotine gum in the OTC setting. Shiffman et al prospecively followed 2636 OTC nicotine gum users enrolled in an optional smoking cessation programme (Nicorette Committed Quitters programme). Six per cent of the sample reported continued gum use at six months; however, the clinical sample that was seeking behavioral treatment may not have been representative of all OTC gum users.

The purpose of the current study was to estimate the incidence of persistent use of OTC nicotine gum and patch using a representative non-clinical sample and an objective measure of NRT use to avoid self report which may be subject to bias. A panel of US households provided information on all their consumer purchases, allowing us to examine purchase patterns for OTC nicotine gum and patch to determine the incidence of persistent use, as inferred from purchases.

METHODS

Participants

ACNielsen, a commercial vendor of research data, maintains a panel of 61,500 households that agree to provide information on all their purchases. Each household records all purchases using an in-home bar code scanner provided by ACNielsen. Scanner data are electronically transmitted to ACNielsen on a weekly basis. In return for consistent participation, ACNielsen sends newsletters, feedback, etc, and households are compensated for in-home bar code scanner purchase patterns for OTC nicotine gum and patch to determine the incidence of persistent use, as inferred from purchases.

The panel is recruited by mailing to a geographically stratified random panel of US households listed in marketing registries. Responding households are surveyed for demographics and included in the panel as needed to achieve representativeness by matching the profile of US households as represented by all current ACNielsen households. Households rotate out of the panel every year and may resign; typically, 80% of households are retained from one year to the next. Household data do not correspond directly to individual use, as smoking households may include more than one smoker. National data indicates that there are 2.3 smokers per smoking household. Demographic information on the individual households (for example, household size and income, age, race, education), provided at the time of panel enrollment, was obtained.

We analysed purchase data from January 1997 through March 2000, when the database extraction was initiated. The January 1997 start date was a few months after both gum and patch were switched to OTC sales, allowing some time for OTC products to reach full distribution (During this time the nicotine inhaler and nasal spray were prescription products and the nicotine lozenge was not available). All OTC NRT brands (Nicorette, NicoDerm CQ, Nicotrol, and various generics), doses of 2 mg and 4 mg gum, 7, 11, 14, 15, 21, and 22 mg patches, flavours (original, mint, and orange gum), colours (opaque and clear patch), and package sizes were tracked, encompassing 78 different bar coded retail packages. For patch, package sizes included seven and 14 count boxes (good for seven and 14 days of recommended daily use, respectively). For gum, package sizes included 48, 60, 108, and 132 count boxes. These would be good for five, seven, 12, and 15 days at the recommended daily dose of nine or more pieces per day. However, daily rate of gum consumption is quite variable, and data suggest that OTC use is below the recommended rate; in one real world OTC study, average use among those using gum in the first six weeks was 5.9 pieces per day (based on data from Shiffman et al). At that rate, the various size gum packages could last nine, 11, 19, and 23 days, respectively. Thus, mapping package size onto duration of supply is problematic. Further, we noted that identical scans often appeared two or more times on the same day, suggesting the likelihood that purchases were mistakenly scanned repeatedly. Accordingly, we did not attempt to factor the size of each purchase into the analysis.

From the larger panel, 2690 households were identified as having purchased at least one OTC NRT during the period of study. For these households, the mean (SD) tenure in the panel was 39 (14.1) months.

Procedure

The analysis was based entirely on archival product scanning data. There was no direct contact with participating households, so data on actual use of NRT or smoking status were not available. Households whose scanner data included an OTC product during the sampling period were considered users of NRT products. For each household, information on all ORT purchases (date, medication type, and medication brand) was collected. Data were blocked by purchase date into calendar months and examined for “runs” of purchases across consecutive months. If a household had more than one “run” of continuous OTC use (26.8% of households had multiple runs of OTC gum and 27.6% had multiple runs of OTC patches), one run was selected at random for analysis. Few households had multiple runs in which more than one of the runs lasted more than three months (that is, 6.8% for gum, 5.5% for patch).

National Household Interview Survey data

To determine the representativeness of the household panel of NRT purchasers, we compared their demographic characteristics to the household characteristics of respondents in the 2000 National Household Interview Survey (NHIS) who said they had used gum or gum, respectively, in the past year. In the NHIS, 497 respondents reported using patch in the past year, and 149 respondents reported using gum. We identified NRT users in the NHIS based on products used on the most recent quit attempt (for current smokers) or product used when quit (for former smokers). We abstracted individual ethnicity and household income, and highest education level.

Outcome definitions

Persistent use was defined by a pattern of continuous monthly purchase—that is, if a household purchased any NRT for two consecutive months, but not the next month, that household was considered to have purchased continuously for two months. Interruption by one month with no purchase was considered to indicate a new episode of use (possibly a new quit attempt). We estimated incidence of persistent purchase for periods of > 3 months (the FDA approved period of use), > 6 months (our major outcome), > 12 months, and > 24 months.

*This change was not based on clinical data, but on a conservative philosophy to limit the duration of use for the OTC medication, since there was not yet experience with wider access to the medication.

To ensure the stability of our estimates, we examined 1000 different random samplings from these data. Results show gum and patch incidences that are similar to those of the single sample estimates in table 2. Thus, we are assured that the sampling did not introduce bias.
Table 1 Household characteristics of patch and gum purchasers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Current sample</th>
<th>National Household Interview Survey*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Patch (n=2050)</td>
<td>Gum (n=805)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average months in panel</td>
<td>39.6 (0.30)</td>
<td>39.0 (0.51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average household size</td>
<td>2.6 (0.03)</td>
<td>2.5 (0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median household income</td>
<td>$42500</td>
<td>$47500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% White</td>
<td>93.1</td>
<td>94.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Married</td>
<td>64.9</td>
<td>62.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Employed†</td>
<td>79.8</td>
<td>79.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Any college education†</td>
<td>73.8</td>
<td>80.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table entries are means (with associated standard error) or percentages.

*For smokers who reported using each product in a quit effort in the preceding year.22
†Refers to either male or female adult in household.

Sensitivity testing
Purchasing of nicotine gum and patch, respectively, was evaluated under various definitions and within various household subsets.

Definition of “continuous” purchase.
To assess the effect of allowing gaps within “runs” of continuous purchase (for example, in case scanning was missed or last month’s supply was carried over), we recalculated all of the estimates while allowing a one month gap within periods defined as “continuous” purchase (that is, purchase was considered continuous even if it was interrupted by one or more one month gaps with no purchases.)

Household size
To assess effect of household size, we recalculated estimates using only households said to contain only one person, which may better represent an actual individual’s continuous purchase behaviour.

Compliance with scanning
To assess the effect of the household’s compliance with scanning of purchases, we recalculated estimates using only households that met compliance criteria specified by ACNielsen as indicating adequate compliance. The compliance criterion specified that single person households had to scan at least $25 worth of goods of any kind in four weeks; for larger households (2+ members) the scanning requirement was $75. Households were considered compliant if they met this criterion in 80% of the four week periods used in the study. Overall, 58.1% of the 2690 households met this compliance criterion.

Data analysis
For each household purchasing gum and/or patch, duration of continuous purchase of gum and of patch was calculated. Some observations were censored (that is, the duration was unknown because the household was purchasing NRT when it entered or exited from the panel or when the observation period ended). Only 3.9% of patch observations and 5.6% of gum observations were censored.

We estimated continuous use rates in two ways. First, we evaluated the incidence of persistent purchase by randomly selecting a single observation per household and estimating the incidence of persistent use. This analysis excluded observations that were censored before the duration interval under analysis—for example, a purchase run that was censored after four months would count as persistent use at the three month point, but would be excluded from estimation of the six month incidence. Second, to better account for censoring, we also constructed survival curves, in which the denominator of households “at risk” was adjusted for censoring. The curves show the probability of continuous purchase at each month, for households under observation, with the time point of 24 months representing the probability of continuous use for 24 months or more. Data analyses were performed using SAS version 8.2 for Windows.

RESULTS
Subject disposition
Of the 2690 households that purchased NRT products, 2050 (76.2%) purchased patch products and 805 (29.9%) purchased gum products. Only 163 households (6.1%) purchased both gum and patch products during the period of study; these households are included in both gum and patch analyses.

Sample characteristics
Overall, the participants characterised their households as white (93.3%), with a median income of $42,500. 65% headed by married couples, 82% containing at least one employed adult, and 75% having at least one adult who completed college. The sample of households was composed mostly of households with two adult heads (69%), but some were headed by one female (23%) or male (8%) head. There were an average (SD) of 2.6 (1.3) persons in each household, and 29.8% of households had at least one child under 18 years of age. The median age of the head of the household was 45–49 years (age was coded categorically). Household characteristics of the households by patch and gum purchasers are presented in table 1.

Table 1 also shows similar characteristics for NHIS respondents who reported that they had used patch or gum in the preceding year. Comparison suggests that, although the ACNielsen panel is fairly similar to a national sample of NRT users, NRT purchasing households in the ACNielsen panel may have somewhat higher income and more education than the general population of NRT purchasing households. To determine whether any of these differences affected our estimates, we weighted the ACNielsen sample to match the NHIS sample on the demographics presented in table 1. The estimates were essentially unchanged—only one changed by more than 0.2%, and the mean change was 0.065%. We present the unweighted estimates for simplicity of interpretation.

Incidence of persistent purchase
Across purchase incidents, the average duration of continuous patch and gum purchase was 1.4 (1.0) and 1.5 (2.5) months, respectively. Most NRT purchases lasted only one month (76.0% for patch and 84.9% for gum); for both patch and gum, the median duration of a purchase run was one month. The estimated incidence of persistent purchase for periods of > 3 months, > 6 months, > 12 months, and > 24 months are presented in table 2.

Figures 1 and 2 present the conditional probabilities of continuous purchases for one to 24 months (survival curves) of patch and gum, respectively. Separate curves are shown for the
primary measure of continuous purchase and the more liberal definition of “continuous” purchase allowing a one month gap. Probabilities conditional on past month purchase and adjusted for censoring were slightly higher (<4.8% increase) than corresponding estimates of incidences.

**Sensitivity testing**

**Definition of “continuous” purchase**

We re-assessed continuous purchase while allowing for gaps of up to one month within periods of “continuous” purchase. The average duration of patch and gum purchase, respectively, was 1.6 (1.5) months and 2.2 (3.8) months. Again, most households purchased NRT for only one month (72.3% for patch and 78.5% for gum). Table 2 shows the estimated incidence of various purchase durations.

### Household size

Continuous purchase patterns were similar for one person and multiple person households. The average duration of purchase was 1.4 (1.0) and 1.4 (1.1) months for the patch and 1.8 (3.1) and 1.5 (2.2) months for gum, for one and multiple person households, respectively. Similarly, most one and multiple person households purchased NRT for only one month (one person households: 75.0% for patch and 85.6% for gum; multiple person households: 76.3% for patch and 84.6% for gum).

### Compliance with scanning

Among households deemed compliant, results were similar to the overall sample. The average duration of NRT purchase for patch was 1.4 (1.2) months and for gum was 1.4 (1.9) months, and most purchased NRT for only one month (76.1% for patch and 86.5% for gum). Among households that did not meet compliance standards, average duration of NRT purchase was 1.4 (0.8) months for patch and 1.7 (3.1) months for gum, with most households purchasing NRT for one month (75.9% for patch and 82.3% for gum).

### DISCUSSION

To address speculation about rates of persistent use of OTC NRT beyond the recommended period of use, we analysed patterns of nicotine gum and patch purchase in a population cohort. Most purchases of either gum or patch were short lived, with the vast majority lasting only for a single month. Nevertheless, we did observe some incidence of persistent use beyond the recommended period of three months for nicotine gum and patch. Using a liberal definition of continuous purchase, 6.7% of gum purchases resulted in purchase episodes lasting at least six months; for nicotine patch, this occurred on 1.7% of purchase episodes. For both NRT forms, purchase continued to decline over time: only 2.8% of gum and 0.4% of patch purchase episodes lasted one year or more. Thus, the data suggest that use beyond the FDA recommended period is rare.

Even in the OTC setting, where there is no required physician oversight and gate keeping, and only the product label to provide guidance, smokers rarely seem to use the gum or patch beyond the indicated period. When nicotine gum was only available by prescription, and indicated for six months of use, it was estimated that 17% used it for six months or more, and 8% for 12 months or more.23 In this study, the incidence of gum use was lower at both intervals, suggesting that the incidence has at least not risen since nicotine gum was switched from prescription to OTC. Although this may seem counter-intuitive, in prior studies of analgesics and benzodiazepines, when patients were allowed to self dose, they used less medication and for a shorter time than what a physician would have prescribed.24 Thus, perhaps smokers fear dependence on NRT and, in the absence of physician encouragement to continue use, do not persist in use as readily. In addition, the decrease in the FDA recommended duration of use from six months to three months may have discouraged persistent use. Another possible reason for the lower rates of persistent use is that the easier access with OTC NRT may recruit less dependent users than those who used prescription NRT; however, existing data suggest this is not the case.25 Also, most OTC NRT use is paid for out of pocket and perhaps most prescription use was paid by insurance; however, in reality very little prescription use was paid by insurance.26 Finally, the lower incidence may be an artifact of different study methods.

That a small proportion of users persist in NRT use suggests that a few smokers may need longer treatment with nicotine replacement in order to manage prolonged withdrawal27.
and/or to avoid relapse to smoking, which is still a substantial risk even after three months of abstinence. Indeed, the Public Health Service guideline (page 80) and other smoking cessation experts have recommended that some smokers use NRT for longer than the recommended period in order to maximize success. While this study provided no information on the motivation for persistent use, other data sources suggest that most use is motivated not by dependence but by the wish to prevent relapse to smoking.

We did not assess dependence on NRT products. Persistent use may not indicate dependence on the gum or patch. Indeed, one study found that actual nicotine dependence is rare among persistent users—that is, this study estimated that < 15% of those who used nicotine gum for more than three months met Diagnostic and statistical manual of mental disorders/International classification of diseases (DSM/ICD) criteria for dependence.

Initially, the low incidence of persistent use may seem puzzling; if nicotine is provided to nicotine dependent individuals, one might expect persistent use to be common. Making NRT available without prescription might also have been expected to increase persistent use, because NRT would be available without monitoring or gate keeping by a physician. However, we saw no evidence of increased persistent use. However, the dependence potential of nicotine (and other drugs) also depends on their method of delivery and rate of administration. Compared to cigarette smoking, which delivers bolus of nicotine to the brain within 10 seconds and achieves peak plasma concentrations after 5–10 minutes, nicotine delivery via NRT is quite slow with peak plasma concentrations occurring after 20–30 minutes for gum and 6–12 hours for various nicotine patches. In any case, formal studies of abuse liability have consistently shown that nicotine gum and patch have very low abuse liability. These forms of nicotine administration are simply not very reinforcing and, indeed, do not regularly maintain use even for as long as recommended by the instructions.

We observed a higher incidence of persistent use for nicotine gum versus nicotine patch. This may be driven by the gum's greater frequency of use and its ad libitum dosing, as both have been linked to dependence potential. On the other hand, ad libitum dosing lends itself to use for other reasons as well (for example, to prevent relapse during situations that arise after the recommended period of use).

It is important to recognize that even the very low rates of incidence (that is, the rate of new cases of persistent use, among smokers who initiate gum use) will lead to higher rates of prevalence (that is, at any one time, the cross sectional proportion of users engaged in persistent use). Since most NRT use is very short lived and most users quickly exit the use population, whereas persistent users stay in and accumulate during a period of observation, persistent users are drastically overrepresented in any cross sectional sample of NRT users. The difference in incidence and prevalence is a function of the duration of the condition. In our data, allowing for one month gaps in use, the incidence of persistent gum use was 6.7%. Thus, among those who started using nicotine gum, 6.7% are likely to still be using it after six months. Among those who engaged in persistent use in this sample, the duration of such use averages 8.6 months (that is, once users cross the six month threshold, they use for another 8.6 months, on average). Using the formula specified in Kleinbaum et al (prevalence = [incidence x duration]/[1 + (incidence x duration)]) and assuming steady state conditions, we estimate that 36.6% of current gum users (in cross section) are engaged in persistent use. Thus, the risk of a new gum user proceeding to persistent use is low, but the probability of any current gum user being a persistent user is moderate. Casual observers often fail to make this distinction between prevalence and incidence and incorrectly assume that the observed prevalence indicates a high incidence or risk of persistent use. This confusion may explain some of the media attention that persistent use has received. In any case, persistent use of nicotine replacement products is not associated with any known medical risks and is associated with smoking abstinence.

Our study did not assess whether some persistent use of NRT may have been for smoking reduction or to avoid smoking restrictions. However, other studies suggest such use is uncommon. Although logic and some data suggest persistent use of NRT accompanied by smoking reduction would produce a health benefit and increase the probability of later cessation, further research is needed to verify this.

The data in our study also confirm prior suggestions that under utilisation of NRT is a significant clinical problem. The vast majority of purchase episodes lasted only one month, even though both gum and patch are indicated for 2–3 months of use. In all likelihood, the large majority of cessation of NRT was due to relapse to smoking (NRT labelling warns against using the products when smoking). However, even when smokers are abstinent, NRT use is too often terminated prematurely, likely reducing clinical success. Many smokers believe the risk of addiction to NRT is similar to that for cigarettes, and this may be one reason smokers terminate use too early. Our data suggest addiction to NRT is very rare; thus, educating smokers about this should encourage them to complete the recommended course of NRT.

This study suffered from several limitations which moderate our conclusions. First and foremost, the data analysed related only to NRT purchases. Actual NRT use was inferred from these purchases, but the linkage is imperfect (for example, some NRT products may be purchased but not used). The purchase data themselves were based on scanning of purchases. NRT products could have been purchased and used but not scanned; however, we saw no evidence of bias resulting from under scanning, as inferred from the retail value of scanned merchandise. We analysed the incidence of monthly purchase, but did not delve into details about the amount purchased or how long each supply would last, which would have required difficult inferences about the rate of use. In any case, the sensitivity analysis (in which a whole month could pass without a recorded purchase while still being counted as continuous purchase) should account for these sources of under counting.

We also could not tell when what appeared to be a run of NRT purchase was due to two distinct quit efforts, either by two different members of the household, or two efforts in quick succession by a single individual. Our analysis was limited because we analysed household data, rather than individual data. This may be misleading if multiple individuals within a household were buying or using NRT. The above limitations may have caused us to overestimate the incidence of persistent use; thus, we believe our estimates likely represent the upper bound of the incidence.

Another limitation is that our study did not assess whether NRT users consulted their physicians. NRT labelling permits use for longer than the recommended period under a physician's guidance. Some of the individuals using NRT for long periods may be doing so under physician direction or supervision. We also had no data on motives for use, amount

---

1The estimated prevalence would be 16.5% if one assumes the 2.3% incidence of persistent use based on the analysis of continuous patterns (table 2, top panel), without allowing one month gaps in purchase. Also, an estimate obtained by simply overlaying the distribution displayed in figure 1, to model the experience of successive cohorts of nicotine gum users, results in a very similar estimated prevalence of 33.5%. Several factors not taken into account in either estimate may cause the prevalence to be underestimated: the censoring of the use patterns in this analysis, the existence of some gum users who may persist for more than 24 months, and the unknown number of persistent users from the prescription NRT era (before OTC sales).
What this paper adds

Some smokers who use nicotine gum for smoking cessation progress to persistent use of the gum, beyond its recommended period of use. The availability of nicotine gum in unsupervised over-the-counter sales could potentially increase the incidence of persistent gum use. However, all the data to date have been anecdotal or based on small clinical trials. This study presents a population based estimate of persistent use, based on objective measures of nicotine gum and patch purchases over time. The data show that the incidence of persistent use is low.

of use, comitant smoking, or smoking history, and thus could not thoroughly explore patterns of persistent use. Finally, our data cover only the first few years of OTC availability of patch and gum. It is possible that who purchases OTC NRT or how they use it have shifted or will shift over time, as OTC NRT becomes even more established in the market.

At the same time, this study and method had unique advantages. It examined NRT use in a large and reasonably representative population based cohort, where most prior studies have looked at small clinical samples, often from single clinical settings. The demographic profile of households in this sample was similar to that of NRT users in NHIS, and weighting to match the NHIS profile did not affect the estimates. Also, the measures used were relatively objective, and did not depend on recall or verbal self reports of use patterns in a clinical context, where respondents might be inclined to under report prescribed behaviour. Participants in this study had not been identified or recruited based on smoking or NRT use, but had agreed to scan all their retail purchases over many months, and were thus unlikely to be self conscious about their NRT use.

In summary, this study suggests that persistent use of NRT is rare, even under OTC conditions without mandatory medical supervision. For those who do use NRT beyond the recommended period, persistent use carries few health risks,11 even among those with cardiovascular conditions,12 13 even when used for periods of years by smokers with compromised health.14 Conversely, longer use of NRT may help some smokers achieve permanent abstinence.15 Our data also suggest that most users of OTC NRT actually terminate their NRT use before the indicated period. Smokers should be encouraged to use NRT in the amounts and for the duration indicated in the FDA approved directions, without concern for persistent use or dependence on NRT medications.
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